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ABSTRACT: The cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK5) forms a stable complex with its activator p25, leading to the hyperphosphorylation of tau proteins and to the formation of plaques and tangles that are considered to be one of the typical causes of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Hence, the pathological CDK5–p25 complex is a promising therapeutic target for AD. Small peptides, obtained from the truncation of CDK5 physiological activator p35, have shown promise in inhibiting the pathological complex effectively while also crossing the blood–brain barrier. One such small 24-residue peptide, p5, has shown selective inhibition toward the pathological complex in vivo. Our previous research focused on the characterization of a computationally predicted CDK5–p5 binding mode and of its pharmacophore, which was consistent with competitive inhibition. In continuation of our previous work, herein, we investigate four additional binding modes to explore other possible mechanisms of interaction between CDK5 and p5. The quantitative description of the pharmacophore is consistent with both competitive and allosteric p5-induced inhibition mechanisms of CDK5–p25 pathology. The gained insights can direct further in vivo/in vitro tests and help design small peptides, linear or cyclic, or peptidomimetic compounds as adjuvants of orthosteric inhibitors or as part of a cocktail of drugs with enhanced effectiveness and lower side effects.

1. INTRODUCTION

The protein cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK5) is an atypical member of the CDK family implicated in the regulation of many neuronal functions, including learning and memory, through the phosphorylation of several cytoskeletal proteins. Under physiological conditions, CDK5 function requires binding with activators such as p35 or p39. In the event of oxidative stress with Ca²⁺ influx, the protease calpain is activated and it cleaves the p35 into two fragments: p25 and p10. The p25 protein thus formed can bind to CDK5, deregulating its activity and leading to hyperphosphorylation of tau proteins. This results in the formation of β-amyloid plaques, neurofibrillary tangles and senile plaques, hallmarks of neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). Thus, the CDK5–p25 complex has emerged as a therapeutic target for AD and other neurodegenerative diseases.

Earlier research on the inhibition of CDK5–p25 activity involved drugs targeting the adenosine 5’-triphosphate (ATP) binding pocket of CDK5 (phosphorylation is required for the activation of CDK5 to carry out its endogenous function), such as aminothiazole and roscovitine. However, due to the lack of selective inhibition of the CDK5–p25 pathological complex, these drugs resulted in reduced efficacy and side effects. There are other types of drugs under research such as antioxidants and those targeting the clearance of plaques, whose efficacy and safety need further investigation. Common drugs in current use, such as acetylcholinesterase inhibitors and NMDA receptor antagonists, can slow down the progression of the disease but do not stop it or reverse it. The use of small peptides obtained from truncating p35 has proven, experimentally, to selectively inhibit the pathological activity caused by the CDK5–p25 complex without affecting the physiological function of CDK5–p35. The peptide p5 is one such peptide known to selectively inhibit CDK5–p5 pathology without affecting CDK5–p35 physiology both in vivo and in vitro, and can be tagged to promote crossing of the blood–brain barrier making it a promising lead drug candidate. However, a structure-based approach for developing viable candidates has been hampered by our limited knowledge of the binding mechanisms of p5 to CDK5.
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We previously computationally predicted\(^{19}\) five CDK5–p5 binding modes using a method based on configurational biased Monte Carlo (MC) sampling. We focused on a specific stable binding mode, involving the CDK5–p25 binding pocket and hence consistent with competitive inhibition of the pathological complex. The analysis enabled us to derive a pharmacophore from the main stabilizing interactions of the CDK5–p5 complex. We found electrostatic and H-bond interactions to be dominant in stabilizing the binding between p5 and CDK5 consistently across four of the six replicates.

In this paper, we comprehensively study the mechanism of inhibition of p5 by analyzing four additional binding modes outside the CDK5–p25 binding pocket that might lead to allosteric effects. Three critical structural elements representing important functional regions of CDK5 are targeted in our analysis (Figure 1): the ATP binding pocket, with a fundamental role in the phosphorylation of substrates, resulting from CDK5 activation;\(^2^6\) the activation loop, separated into p25-binding and substrate-binding parts; the PSAALRE helix, that is known to form a wedge-shaped cavity along with the activation loop to accommodate the activators.\(^2^1,2^2\) Henceforth, these structural elements are referred to as PHEL (PSAALRE helix), ATPBP (ATP binding pocket), ALP25 (p25 binding side of the activation loop), and ALSub (substrate binding side of the activation loop).

The four binding modes we predicted previously\(^{19}\) and investigated here are shown in Figure 2. In modes c1 and c3, the p5 binding occurs at the CDK5 mainly on the N-terminal domain (NTD) or small lobe, in the vicinity of the ATPBP without occluding ATP access, with p5 taking helix-turn-helix form. In mode c2, the p5 binding occurs at the C-terminal domain (CTD or large lobe), with p5 adopting a disordered conformation. In mode c4, the p5 binding occurs in proximity of the p25 binding side of the activation loop with p5 in a single helix form. Our analysis of these modes provides a complete picture of all the p5-induced inhibition mechanisms, both orthosteric and allosteric, that can be exploited to reverse the deregulated hyperactivity. Furthermore, the derivation of the corresponding pharmacophores may help guide QSAR experiments for designing drug-like compounds against AD.

**Figure 1.** Important structural elements of CDK5: PSAALRE helix (PHEL) in green, activation loop on p25 binding side (ALP25) in yellow, activation loop on substrate binding side (ALSub) in orange, and ATP binding pocket (ATPBP) in purple.

**Figure 2.** CDK5–p5 binding modes c1(A), c2 (B), c3 (C), and c4 (D). The kinase CDK5 in blue, the peptide p5 in red, the ATP binding pocket (ATPBP) in purple, the PSAALRE helix (PHEL) in green, the p25 binding portion of the activation loop (ALP25) in yellow, and the substrate binding portion of the activation loop (ALSub) in orange are shown for each mode.

### 2. METHODS

#### 2.1. CDK5–p5 Binding Mode Prediction

The method employed to predict CDK5–p5 binding modes is similar to our previous work\(^{19}\) and is summarized here. The CDK5 structure that was used represents a large conformational family that was identified using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.\(^{19}\) Such conformational family notably includes the CDK5 active state from the crystal structure of the CDK5–p25 complex (PDB ID: 1UNL).\(^{2^3,2^4}\) On the other hand, the p5 structures were obtained based on the 24-amino acid sequence 1KEAFWDRCLS-VINLMSKMLQINA\(^{2^4}\) from the literature.\(^{2^5}\) We used a stochastic conformational optimization method based on MC minimization/annealing (MCMA),\(^{2^6}\) followed by replica exchange Langevin dynamics simulations. For both the steps, we employed the standard all-atom CHARMM36(C36) force field\(^{2^7,2^9}\) and the SCP implicit solvent model.\(^{3^0,3^1}\) The resulting ensemble of p5 structures was clustered into four large conformational families.\(^{1^9}\)

Starting from the above CDK5 and p5 conformations, we predicted CDK5–p5 binding using a method that involves two main steps.\(^3^2\) First, a prescreening of favorable binding modes was carried out using simulated annealing MC simulations based on coarse-grained electrostatic and hydrophobic interaction norms.\(^1^9\) Subsequently, adaptive biased MC simulations were performed using the all-atom CHARMM36(C36) force field\(^{2^7,2^9}\) and the SCP implicit solvent model.\(^3^0,3^1\) The configurational biasing function was defined based on the ensemble of prescreened binding modes previously identified.\(^1^9\) The five binding modes thus identified were finally refined using MD simulations as described below.
2.2. System Setup and MD Simulations Protocol. The CHARMM-GUI Solvator\textsuperscript{27,35,34} was used for each of the above CDK5–p5 binding modes to obtain the input files for the MD simulations carried out in this work. Systems were built in a tetragonal box with explicit water solvent. The CHARMM36-(C36)-compatible TIP3P water model was used.\textsuperscript{29,33,36} Counterions of K\textsuperscript{+} and Cl\textsuperscript{−} amounting to 0.1 M concentration were added to neutralize the system. Simulations were performed at a body temperature of 310.15 K and at 1 atm pressure. Initially, a 10,000 step NVT (constant particle number, volume, and temperature ensemble) minimization was performed\textsuperscript{13} to eliminate bad steric contacts. Subsequently, the system was equilibrated for 0.07 ns. Finally, 500 ns (except system c3) production runs were performed using NPT (constant particle number, isotropic pressure, and temperature ensemble) simulations.\textsuperscript{38} In the case of binding mode c3, only 100 ns production runs were performed due to the instability of the binding mode and henceforth the mode is discarded from the analysis. The temperature was held constant by Langevin dynamics\textsuperscript{39} and the pressure is kept constant by the Nose–Hoover–Langenvin piston.\textsuperscript{22,38,40} The particle mesh Ewald method was used for full-system periodic electrostatics with an interpolation order of 6 and grid spacing of 1 Å.\textsuperscript{41} The base switching function was used for van der Waals with a cutoff of 12 Å.\textsuperscript{42} The simulations were performed using NAMD,\textsuperscript{44} and three replicates were obtained for each binding mode. Henceforth, the three replicates for a given binding mode \( \alpha \) are called \( \alpha_{\text{r}1}, \alpha_{\text{r}2}, \alpha_{\text{r}3} \), with \( x = 1, 2, 3, 4 \). The simulations were carried out on four GPU compute nodes of the MARCC cluster, consisting of 14-core processors and 2 NVIDIA K80 GPUs per node. The average performance was \( \sim 23.8 \) ns/day for the system consisting of \( \sim 72,000 \) atoms with one compute node. Trajectory analysis was performed on a single node with six cores in the express partition of MARCC clusters.

2.3. Trajectory Analysis Methods. We compared the molecular trajectories of stable CDK5–p5 binding modes with the unbound CDK5 to reveal the effect of p5 binding on CDK5 dynamic behavior. The comparison was carried out focusing on the relevant structural elements of CDK5 discussed earlier.

We employed three complementary approaches to characterize the effect of p5 binding on CDK5, which are described below. It is important to observe that the focus is on CDK5 internal dynamics changes induced by p5 binding. Hence, the frames of each trajectory are preliminarily aligned based on the \( \mathbf{C}_{\alpha} \) of CDK5 and without including atoms of the CDK5 structural element of interest (ALP25, ALSub, PHEL, and ATPBP) to eliminate the effect of rigid motions on the analysis and to focus on the dynamics of interest. The alignment and the subsequent computation of principal component analysis (PCA) and dynamic cross correlation (DCC) maps are performed using the Bio3D package in R.\textsuperscript{45,46} 2.3.1. PCA-Based Analysis. The PCA-based approach relies on the covariance matrix built from the molecular trajectory. The covariance matrix of coordinate deviations reflects the correlation between atomic motions, and it is defined as\textsuperscript{47}

\[
\text{Cov} = \langle (x - \langle x \rangle)(x - \langle x \rangle)^T \rangle
\]

where \( x \) is a 3N-dimensional vector of coordinates, \( N \) is the number of atoms considered, and \( \langle \rangle \) denotes a time average. Upon diagonalization of the covariance matrix \( \text{Cov} \), a set of \( N \) eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors is obtained, representing collective motions of the protein. Each eigenvalue is a measure of the magnitude of the corresponding collective motion, and the projection of the corresponding eigenvector onto a given atom is a measure of the magnitude of the motion of such atom. Large eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors represent the most significant degrees of freedom of the dynamics, and they likely capture important positional fluctuations. These include mutually perpendicular displacements, unlike the cross-correlation matrix discussed below. This analysis provides insights into collective motions induced within CDK5 in any possible direction as a result of binding with p5. Herein, we accounted for at least 80% (of eigenvalues) of the overall random motions observed in the protein throughout the simulation in each trajectory.

PCA analysis enables the comparison of collective motions across different trajectories focusing on the above-defined structural elements ALP25, ALSub, PHEL, and ATPBP. This can be done by projecting each eigenvector onto the atoms belonging to a structural element of interest and by weighing the resulting average projection using the corresponding eigenvalue. This can be formally defined as

\[
\text{CMM}_{str,i,j} = \text{EV} \times \|\text{ev}_i\|_{str}
\]

where \( \text{CMM}_{str,i,j} \) represents a measure of the magnitude of the collective motion for a structural element \( \text{str} \) based on the \( i \)th eigenvalue. In eq 2, \( \text{EV} \) is the magnitude of the \( i \)th eigenvalue and \( \|\text{ev}_i\|_{str} \) is the average magnitude of the projection of the \( i \)th eigenvector onto the atoms belonging to the structural element \( \text{str} \).

2.3.2. DCC-Based Analysis. The correlation matrix,\textsuperscript{48} unlike the covariance matrix discussed above, specifically targets atom movements in the same (correlated) or opposite (anti-correlated) direction. Therefore, correlation analysis is less general than PCA, but it ensures that strongly correlated or anti-correlated dynamic motions, possibly missed in the PCA approach, are detected. Formally, the \( i \)-th entry of the correlation matrix is defined as

\[
C_{ij} = \frac{\langle \Delta x_i \times \Delta x_j \rangle}{\langle \Delta x_i^2 \rangle^{1/2} \langle \Delta x_j^2 \rangle^{1/2}}
\]

where \( \langle \rangle \) denotes a time average and \( \Delta \) is the displacement of atom \( i \) between two consecutive trajectory frames. The correlation matrix values defined in eq 3 are between 1 (perfect correlation occurring, by definition, at the matrix principal diagonal) and −1 (perfect anti-correlation).

2.3.3. Root Mean Square Fluctuation-Based Analysis. Additional evidence of the effect of p5 binding on CDK5 was obtained from the molecular trajectories by computing the average root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of the atomic positions. The RMSF quantifies the average deviation of an atom, or a group of atoms, from a reference position over time. Generally, the reference represents a time-averaged position. Hence, in this case, all CDK5 frames are aligned to the reference position before the RMSF calculation. This leads to the identification of the structural elements with the largest fluctuations with respect to their average position. RMSF-based analysis can help identify additional significant fluctuations about an average position, induced in CDK5, that are neither correlated nor collective motions, obtained by DCC maps and PCA-based analysis, respectively.
3. RESULTS

In order to investigate the inhibition mechanisms of peptide p5, MD simulations were performed. For each stable binding mode, we investigated changes in the dynamics of each CDK5 structural element (Figure 1) upon binding with the peptide p5. Such changes were evaluated by quantitatively comparing them to the unbound CDK5. The four binding modes (Figure 2) were subjected to MD simulations in three replicates, as discussed in Section 2. In the following section, we present our findings from the root mean square deviation (RMSD)-based analysis as well as from the trajectory analysis approaches discussed earlier. The respective pharmacophores provide quantitative insights into the molecular features of interest.

3.1. p5 Binding Stability and Conformational Analysis.

Initially, we computed the RMSD for each replicate of the four binding modes to verify the stability of CDK5−p5 binding. The RMSD is a standard measure of structural distance between arbitrarily selected groups of atoms. Here, the focus is the stability of p5 with respect to its initial binding with CDK5. However, it is reasonable to expect that p5 will also go through significant conformational changes throughout the simulation. In order to study both CDK5−p5 binding stability and the occurrence of p5 conformational changes, two RMSD computations were carried out. First, the trajectory frames were aligned to the first frame based on the CDK5 backbone, and the RMSD was subsequently computed on p5 backbone atoms (CDK5-based RMSD). Second, the trajectory frames were aligned to the first frame based on the p5 backbone, and the RMSD was subsequently computed on p5 backbone atoms (p5-based RMSD). The p5-based RMSD accounts for p5 conformational changes, whereas the CDK5-based RMSD mainly accounts for the stability of p5 with respect to its initial binding with CDK5. However, the outcome of the CDK5-based RMSD computation can also be affected by p5 conformational changes, especially if they are significant. Therefore, only the combined analysis of the two RMSD computations, along with visual inspection of the trajectory analysis approaches discussed earlier, yields an insightful interpretation of the data. Furthermore, in order to get additional insights into the conformational changes in p5, in some cases we evaluated the secondary structure as a function of time.

The CDK5-based (Figure 3) and p5-based (Figure 4) RMSD are shown for the three replicates of modes c1, c2, c3, and c4. For mode c1, the CDK5-based RMSD reaches a plateau for all replicates after an initial sharp increase, suggesting an initial binding switch followed by binding stability. Visual inspection suggests that the binding pocket for all replicates is almost coincident after a slight translation from the initial binding site. As far as p5 conformational changes, in all replicates of mode c1 the peptide p5 retains a helical structure at the C-terminus, and the RMSD was subsequently computed on p5 backbone atoms (CDK5-based RMSD). Second, the trajectory frames were aligned to the first frame based on the p5 backbone, and the RMSD was subsequently computed on p5 backbone atoms (p5-based RMSD). The p5-based RMSD accounts for p5 conformational changes, whereas the CDK5-based RMSD mainly accounts for the stability of p5 with respect to its initial binding with CDK5. However, the outcome of the CDK5-based RMSD computation can also be affected by p5 conformational changes, especially if they are significant. Therefore, only the combined analysis of the two RMSD computations, along with visual inspection of the trajectory analysis approaches discussed earlier, yields an insightful interpretation of the data. Furthermore, in order to get additional insights into the conformational changes in p5, in some cases we evaluated the secondary structure as a function of time.

The CDK5-based (Figure 3) and p5-based (Figure 4) RMSD are shown for the three replicates of modes c1, c2, c3, and c4. For mode c1, the CDK5-based RMSD reaches a plateau for all replicates after an initial sharp increase, suggesting an initial binding switch followed by binding stability. Visual inspection suggests that the binding pocket for all replicates is almost coincident after a slight translation from the initial binding site. As far as p5 conformational changes, in all replicates of mode c1 the peptide p5 retains a helical structure at the C-terminus.
which is stable, and a coiled structure at the N-terminus. The plot of p5 secondary structure as a function of time (Figure 5A) shows a $5\text{−}10\%$ decrease in the percentage of helical structure of p5 for replicates c1_r1 and c1_r2, whereas for c1_r3 it remains almost constant throughout the simulation. These changes in secondary structure are consistent with the increase in the p5-based RMSD for these replicates. Therefore, it is reasonable to infer that the high values of the CDK5-based RMSD for replicates c1_r1 and c1_r2 result from an initial shift in binding, whereas the peaks in the p5-based RMSD result from the loss of $\alpha$-helical secondary structure. The secondary structure of each residue of peptide p5 as a function of time is presented for all replicates of c1 in Figure S6.

For mode c2, a sudden increase in the CDKS-based RMSD is visible for the replicate c2_r2. That, in combination with data from the p5-based RMSD and visual inspection, suggests that

![Figure 4](https://example.com/figure4.png)

**Figure 4.** p5-based RMSD, which is calculated on the p5 backbone after aligning its backbone, is shown for the binding modes c1, c2, c3, and c4 represented by (A−D), respectively. The three replicates r1, r2, and r3 are represented in red, green, and blue, respectively for each binding mode. Please note that the c3 system was simulated for 100 ns only (see text).

![Figure 5](https://example.com/figure5.png)

**Figure 5.** Secondary structure of p5 as a function of time for the binding modes c1 (A) and c4 (B). The replicates r1, r2, and r3 are represented in red, green, and blue, respectively.
the CDK5–p5 binding does not hold. Therefore, we only analyze replicates c2_r1 and c2_r3, whose binding remains stable throughout the simulation. As far as p5 conformational changes, the complete lack of p5 secondary structure leads to large fluctuations of the C-terminus that are evident from the RMSD data and visual inspection, especially for replicate c2_r3.

Table 1. Binding Stability, Main Binding Features, and Potential Inhibition Type for Each Mode/Replicate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mode</th>
<th>binding stability</th>
<th>stable binding location(s)</th>
<th>potential inhibition type (based on CDK5–p25 binding pocket)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c1_r1</td>
<td>stable after early switch</td>
<td>close to the ATP binding pocket (ATPBP)</td>
<td>non-competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1_r2</td>
<td>stable after early switch</td>
<td>close to the ATP binding pocket (ATPBP)</td>
<td>non-competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1_r3</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>close to the ATP binding pocket (ATPBP)</td>
<td>non-competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c2_r1</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>close to the helix-dominant region of CDK5 (large lobe)</td>
<td>non-competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c2_r2</td>
<td>unstable</td>
<td>close to the helix-dominant region of CDK5 (large lobe)</td>
<td>non-competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c2_r3</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>close to the helix-dominant region of CDK5 (large lobe)</td>
<td>non-competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3_r1</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>between the ATP binding pocket (ATPBP) and the PSAALRE helix (PHEL)</td>
<td>non-competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3_r2</td>
<td>unstable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3_r3</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c4_r1_a</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>close to the PSAALRE helix (PHEL) and activation loop (ALP25 and ALSub)</td>
<td>competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c4_r1_b</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>close to the activation loop (ALP25 and ALSub)</td>
<td>non-competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c4_r2</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>close to the PSAALRE helix (PHEL) and activation loop (ALP25 and ALSub)</td>
<td>non-competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c4_r3</td>
<td>stable after early switch</td>
<td>close to the activation loop (ALP25 and ALSub)</td>
<td>competitive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Average (left) and maximum (right) values of the collective structural motions (eq 2) over the three large eigenvalues for modes c1 (A,B), c2 (C,D), and c4 (E,F) replicates and the control c0 (* represents p < 0.05, ** represents p < 0.005, *** represents p < 0.0005). In c2, eigenvalues for the two analyzed replicates (average value) are presented. The data are organized based on CDK5 structural elements and the bars are color coded based on simulation replicates. The control system is represented in red and cx_r1, cx_r2, and cx_r3 are represented in green, blue, and black, respectively. For replicate c4_r1, the data are presented separately for the initial (c4_r1_a) and final part (c4_r1_b) of the trajectory in green and purple, respectively (please refer to text).
Although there is no secondary structure in c2_r3 at the beginning of the simulation, at around 200 ns there is a B-sheet formation observed. The secondary structure changes are presented in Figure S7 for c2_r1 and c2_r3 as a function of simulation time for each residue in p5.

For mode c3, a sudden increase in the CDK5-based RMSD is visible for two replicates. Evidence from the p5-based RMSD and visual inspection as well confirm that p5 detaches from CDK5 in those replicates. Therefore, mode c3 is discarded altogether in our analysis.

For mode c4, sudden increases in the CDK5-based RMSD are visible for all replicates. The initial binding pocket involves the CDK5 activation loop and the PSAALRE helix, both belonging to the CDK5 binding site with the pathological activator p25. For replicate c4_r1, a binding switch occurs at about half of the trajectory. The new binding site is located at CDK5 large lobe, and it involves CDK5 activation loop. For replicates c4_r2 and c4_r3, there is also a switch in the CDK5—p5 binding pocket, this time early on (at approximately 250 ns for the former and 120 ns for the latter). The binding switch consists of a pivoting motion of p5 around its N-terminus, which remains stably bound to CDK5. In both cases, the pivoting motion results into a stable binding still involving the CDK5 binding site with the pathological activator p25. As far as p5 conformational changes, replicate c4_r2 remains generally stable but the peptide loses around 20% of its helical structure (Figure SB) by the end of the simulation. On the other hand, for replicate c4_r1 the coiled C-terminus pivots throughout the trajectory, and it eventually retracts into a bent conformation. In c4_r3, there is a gradual and significant reduction (around 50%, refer to Figure S) in the helical structure of the peptide by the end of the trajectory. This probably also contributes to the high p5-based RMSD values in Figure 4. A detailed representation of secondary structure of each residue in peptide p5 as a function of simulation time is presented for c4 in Figure S8 for further reference.

The initial and stabilized binding sites are shown for each replicate that was selected for analysis in Figures S1–S5. In Table 1, the findings discussed above are summarized. The competitive or non-competitive nature of the inhibition potentially associated with each binding mode is also reported, based on the involvement of the CDK5—p25 binding pocket. As discussed above, CDK5—p5 binding does not remain stable for c2_r2 and for two replicates of mode c3, which is discarded from further analysis. All CDK5—p5 bindings in mode c4 involve the CDK5—p25 binding pocket, hence they are potentially consistent with competitive inhibition. Finally, for replicate c4_r1 because the pre- and post-binding shift portions of the trajectories are stable and of comparable length, they are analyzed separately.

3.2. PCA-Based Dynamics Analysis. The dynamic behavior of CDK5 in the unbound state and upon binding with p5 in modes c1, c2, and c4 was compared based on the covariance matrix computed on the trajectories as described in Section 2 (eqs 1 and 2). In Figure 6, the average collective structural motions (eq 2) over the three largest eigenvalues are shown for the three above-listed binding modes and for the control simulation c0 (unbound CDK5). The maximum collective structural motions are also shown to gain additional insights. The data are reported separately for each CDK5 structural element of interest. Apart from the important structural elements, a detailed residue-by-residue analysis of the contribution to the overall collective motions is presented for each binding mode in comparison with the control system (unbounded CDK5) in Figure S9.

For mode c1, the p5 binding with CDK5 occurs in proximity of ATPBP for all replicates (Table 1). The data shows statistically significant changes in the average collective ATPBP motion with respect to the control simulation c0 in two out of three replicates, possibly due to the proximity of the CDK5—p5 binding pocket (Figure 6A). Allosteric effects on ALP25, ALSub, and PHEL are also present, as statistically significant differences of the related average collective motions with respect to the control c0 are evident in Figure 6A. The maximum collective structural motions for all CDK5 structural elements increase in replicates c1_r1 and c1_r2. On the other hand, for binding mode c1_r3 the maximum collective ALP25 and ALSub motion decrease (Figure 6B).

For mode c2, the binding of p5 with CDK5 occurs at the bottom of the large lobe, away from all structural elements (Table 1). Statistically significant differences in the average collective structural motions with respect to the control c0 involve both PHEL and ATPBP (Figure 6C), suggesting the presence of allosteric effects. For mode c2, the two analyzed replicates behave similarly and therefore the data are averaged. An overall increase in the maximum values of the collective structural motions is shown in Figure 6D for all CDK5 structural elements except ALSub.

The binding mode c4 initially involves the structural elements ALP25 and PHEL, both belonging to the CDK5—p25 binding pocket. Therefore, the mode represents a possible instance of competitive inhibition. For replicate c4_r1, the initial binding is stable and occurs mainly nearby PHEL. Subsequently, there is a shift in the binding site of p5 at 250 ns, after which the binding switches more toward ALP25 (Table 1). Therefore, the PCA data in Figure 6E are presented separately for the initial (c4_r1_a) and final (c4_r1_b) parts of the trajectory in this replicate. Statistically significant changes with respect to the control occur in the average collective motions of PHEL, ATPBP, and ALP25 for replicate c4_r1_a, indicating both allosteric and non-allosteric effects (Figure 6E). For replicate c4_r1_b, statistically significant changes of the collective motions with respect to the control only take place for PHEL, representing allosteric effects in this case. For replicates c4_r2 and c4_r3, p5-triggered changes in the collective motions can be observed on PHEL and ATPBP, where the latter represents an allosteric effect. Both c4_r1_a and c4_r3 show a clear increase in the maximum values of the collective structural motions (Figure 6F).

3.3. DCC-Based Dynamics Analysis. The correlated dynamics of structural elements in the unbound CDK5 and in the CDK5—p5 binding modes c1, c2, and c4 were compared based on the DCC computed on the trajectories as described in Section 2 (Equation 3). The DCC was computed separately for each CDK5 structural element pair based on the Cm. Before performing DCC analysis, we aligned the protein based on the atoms Cm not belonging to the structural elements of interest. In Figure 7, the average DCC is shown for each structural element pair. The corresponding correlation data are presented in Table S1. The data are presented for all analyzed replicates of the binding modes c1, c2, and c4 as well as for the control simulation c0. The non-averaged DCC maps obtained for each residue of all the important structural elements are presented in Figure S10 for further reference.

For all replicates of mode c1, most structural elements show significant changes in their correlated motions with respect to
the control simulation c0 (Figure 7). In particular, as evident from Figure 7, there is a switch from correlated (in the control) to anti-correlated movement between ALSub and PHEL in replicate c1_r2 and between ATPBP and ALSub in replicate c4_r3.

For mode c2, all replicates behave similarly and therefore the data are shown for a representative replicate. Once again, most structural elements show significant changes in correlation with respect to the control simulation c0. Among these, the correlated motions of higher significance are those of PHEL with ATPBP, ALP25, and ALSub.

For replicates c4_r1_a and c4_r1_b of mode c4, representing the initial and final portion of the replicate c4_r1, different correlated behaviors are observed, probably due to the shift in the binding site. In mode c4_r2, the positive correlation of ATPBP with ALP25 and ALSub increases. On the other hand, there is an increase in the anti-correlated movement between PHEL and ALSub. Finally, replicate c4_r3 shows increased correlation between ALSub and PHEL and decreased anti-correlation between ALP25 and ATPBP with respect to the control.

3.4. RMSF-Based Dynamics Analysis. The fluctuations of structural elements in the control (unbound CDK5) and in the CDK5–p5 binding modes c1, c2, and c4 were compared based on the RMSF, computed after aligning the backbone of CDK5 without including the structural elements of interest for the analysis. In Figure 7, the average and maximum RMSF is shown for each structural element, for the analyzed replicates of the binding modes c1, c2, and c4, and for the control simulation c0. A detailed all-residue RMSF for each binding mode is presented in comparison with the control c0 in Figure S11 for further reference.

In binding mode c1, the average RMSF of ALSub of c1_r3 is statistically different from the control. Furthermore, there is a considerable increase in the maximum RMSF of ATPBP for mode c1_r1, of ALP25 for mode c1_r2, and of ATPBP and ALSub for mode c1_r3. In binding mode c2, there are statistically significant differences in the average RMSF of PHEL in both c2_r1 and c2_r3 and of ALSub in c2_r3. There is an increase in the maximum RMSF as well in both replicates for the structural elements PHEL and ATPBP and a decrease in replicate c2_r3 for ALSub. For binding mode c4, both c4_r1_a and c4_r1_b show statistically significant differences in the average RMSF of ALSub. On the other hand, in replicate c4_r1_a there is a large increase in the maximum RMSF of ATPBP.

3.5. Contact Map-Based Analysis and Pharmacophores. In this section, we analyze the CDK5–p5 interactions for each binding mode and identify the specific amino acids involved as well as the nature of such interactions. The contact maps for each of the analyzed modes are shown in Figures S12–S14, at 100 ns intervals, for insights into the contact stability. Overall, for modes c1 and c2 and for replicate c4_r2 the contacts are stable throughout the trajectory, whereas for replicate c4_r1 the contacts are stable before and after the binding pocket switch. For replicate c4_r3, the binding is stable after an initial switch in the binding site. Henceforth, when a pair of amino acids is listed the first amino acid belongs to p5 and the second to CDK5. In Table 2, the most persistent amino acid interactions throughout the trajectories are listed for each mode. For each binding mode, the distance between these amino acids (i.e., specific atoms within them) is shown as a function of time in Figures S15–S18.

In binding mode c1 (Figure 9A), the peptide binds nearby the ATPBP and remains stable after an initial shift in the binding pocket. Herein, persistent amino acid interactions consist of hydrophobic contacts such as I12p5–I135CDK5 and L20p5–Y90CDK5. These interactions stabilize within 100 ns and remain consistent for the next 400 ns of the simulation (the resulting pharmacophore is shown in Figure 9A). Other contacts involve polar backbone (hydrogen bond) interactions between residue pairs L20p5–P291CDK5 and H12p5–K112CDK5. The residue pair M19p5–N137CDK5 forms a hydrogen bond interaction between...

---

Figure 7. DCC maps for c1_r1, c1_r2, c1_r3, c2, c4_r1_a, c4_r2, c4_r3, and c4_r1_b represented by (B–I), respectively, in comparison with the control c0 (A). In mode c2, DCC maps are presented for a representative replicate. For replicate c4_r1, the data are presented separately for the initial (c4_r1_a) and final part (c4_r1_b) of the trajectory (F,J), respectively, please refer to text. (*) represents p < 0.05, ** represents p < 0.005, *** represents p < 0.0005.)

---
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the sulfur atom of methionine and the side chain nitrogen atom of asparagine, which becomes stable from 100 ns onward.

In binding mode \(c_2\) (Figure 9B), the predominant interaction is a hydrophobic core between CDK5 and p5, involving the peptide N-terminus. For binding mode \(c_4\), competitive and non-competitive interactions are evaluated separately and two different pharmacophores are evaluated. For the competitive interactions, salt bridges between glutamic acid and arginine are predominant in three out of the five stable interacting residue pairs that were identified. The other stable residue pairs form a hydrophobic core region between CDK5 and p5. Herein this binding mode, the N-terminus of p5 binds close to PHEL, ALP25, and ALSub (Figure 9C). After the switch to a competitive binding site, the C-terminus of the peptide binds away from PHEL and close to ALP25 and ALSub (Figure 9D). In the competitive binding mode \(c_4\_r_1\_b\), the predominant nature of the interactions for the stable residue pairs is also hydrophobic. For the residue pair I22\_p5−P271\_CDK5, a polar backbone interaction can be observed after stabilization, which occurs in the first 100 ns.

### 4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Herein, we predicted binding modes using the previously developed MCMA method based on coarse-grained electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions followed by biased sampling in implicit solvent (refer to Section 2). Most of the binding modes remained stable throughout the 500 ns simulation. Only \(c_3\) and \(c_2\_r_2\) were found to be unstable and hence discarded from further analysis. In replicate \(c_4\_r_1\), we analyzed two separate trajectories of 250 ns each to account for a significant switch in the binding site. An early shift in the binding site was also observed in modes \(c_1\) and \(c_4\), occurring within the first 100–200 ns of the simulation (Figures S1–S5). In all cases, the post-switch binding remained stable and hence the trajectory was...
In addition, we used PCA to study collective motions, not necessarily correlated, to complement the insights from DCC maps. Akin DCC maps, PCA led to the identification of significant p5-induced dynamic motions in most of the binding modes, the majority of which are consistent with allosteric effects. For example, in c1_r1 we identify collective motions, not present in the control system, involving all structural elements although the binding occurs close to ATPBP. This is clear evidence of the presence of allosteric effects. A summary of these findings is presented in Table S2. The system c4_r1_a involves no allosteric effects based on both PCA and DCC maps but is consistent with competitive inhibition. The only system with inconsistent data between PCA and DCC is c1_r3, in which the allosteric effects observed from the DCC analysis are not present based on the PCA analysis. This mode is also not consistent with competitive inhibition. The inconsistency might be due to the presence of correlated motions that are not detected in PCA analysis. Ultimately, based on DCC and PCA analyses, all the replicates except for c1_r3 and c4_r1_a show the allosteric effect.

We also analyzed the binding modes by computing the RMSF, which characterizes the fluctuations of all the residues about an average position. Based on the RMSF, we identified allosteric effects in c1_r3, c2_r1 and c2_r3 (Table S2).

Finally, contact maps were evaluated to characterize the binding sites and the predominant nature of the interactions. We identified a completely different interaction pattern in comparison with the previously identified pharmacophore (Cardone et al. 2016), which mostly involves electrostatic interactions. Instead, the binding modes discovered here mostly involve hydrophobic interactions, with only few instances of backbone hydrogen bonding interactions. Furthermore, the interactions associated to the competitive mode c4 are different from the previously identified and also competitive K1-E2-E24_p5 pharmacophore.

The above summarized work led to the discovery of potential novel mechanisms of inhibition of the pathological CDK5–p25 complex by peptide p5, in addition to the competitive inhibition mechanism discovered in our previous work. One important observation is that, in this work, the use of three different complementary approaches enabled the investigation of all possible modes of inhibition of CDK5–p25 with p5. This was of key importance for the discovery of novel p5-induced inhibition mechanisms, many of which represent allosteric effects.

The novel pharmacophores identified here are significantly different from the previous study and warrant further investigation. To this end, we believe that the identification and characterization of the specific amino acid pairs involved in each inhibitory mode will enable targeted mutagenesis studies whereby systematically mutating the residues of p5 in vitro and in vivo, based on the data presented in Table 2, would enable the validation of our findings. More specifically, combinatorial mutations with adverse and non-adverse, single and double mutations would enable probing such mechanisms.

Please note that the identified pharmacophores are closer to the C- and N-termini, which were not capped in our simulations. This should be considered in the setup of the experimental mutagenesis studies. Furthermore, among the three stable binding modes investigated, c2 is the only one without helical secondary structure for p5 (disordered structure). This results in potentially increased flexibility of p5 and it likely allows more p5 residues to be available for binding with CDK5. Therefore, mutagenesis studies might be less insightful for this mode.

![Figure 9. Snapshots of CDK5–p5 binding modes. Persistently interacting residues of the peptide p5 are explicitly indicated for each binding mode. The peptide p5 is represented in blue, the activation loop in yellow (ALP25) and orange (ALSub), the ATP binding pocket (ATPBP) in purple, and the PSAALRE helix (PHEL) in green. Binding modes c1, c2, and c4 are represented in panels (A–C), respectively. Panel (D) represents the non-competitive replicate c4_r1_b (please refer to text).](https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jpcb.2c02868)
because mutations might inadvertently trigger artificial binding mechanisms due to p5 flexibility. On the other hand, modes c1 and c4 show a mainly helical secondary structure for p5, which likely keeps the peptide more stable and better amenable to controlled mutagenesis studies. It is unclear which form of p5 would be a better template for a drug candidate, but a more rigid structure might be more amendable to a highly specific target as compared to one with disorder.

Overall, the work presented here shows evidence for formerly unknown, potential allosteric effects induced in CDK5 as a result of its binding with p5. Thorough trajectory analysis led to the discovery of novel pharmacophores involving amino acids close to the termini of the peptide p5, mainly associated with hydrophobic interactions. This work, in combination with our previous study, offers a potential route to design enhanced peptides, derived from p5, that can more efficiently inhibit the pathological CDK5–p25 complex.
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